The novel tribody [(CD20)(2)xCD16] efficiently triggers effector cell-mediated lysis of malignant B cells.
Bispecific antibodies (bsab) offer a promising approach for optimizing antibody-based therapies. In the present study, [(CD20)(2)xCD16], a recombinant CD20- and CD16-directed bsab in the tribody format, was designed to optimize recruitment of FcγRIII (CD16)-positive effector cells. [(CD20)(2)xCD16] retained the antigen specificities of the parental monoclonal antibodies and binding to FcγRIIIa was not compromised by the F/V polymorphism at amino-acid position 158. [(CD20)(2)xCD16] mediated potent lysis of lymphoma cell lines and freshly isolated tumor cells from patients, even at low picomolar concentrations (∼10 pM). Irrespective of the CD16a allotype, potency as well as efficacy of lysis obtained with the tribody was significantly higher than lysis triggered by rituximab. Tumor cell killing also occurred when autologous NK cells were used as effector cells. Compared with rituximab, the tribody demonstrated depletion of autologous B cells in ex vivo whole blood assays at 100-fold lower antibody concentration. In mice with a reconstituted humanized hematopoietic system, established by transplantation of human CD34-positive cord blood cells, this novel tribody significantly depleted autologous human B cells. Thus, tribodies such as [(CD20)(2)xCD16], recruiting CD16-positive effector cells, may represent promising candidates for clinical development.